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The large-scale structure of the universe

observed and simulated
galaxy distributions

simulated matter distribution
clustersfilaments void regions

 the cosmic web

where most matters reside



Clusters of 
galaxies

aggregates of galaxies, which are the largest known 
gravitationally bound objects to have arisen thus far 
in the process of cosmic structure formation

Hubble space telescope image 
mostly star light

the intracluster
medium (ICM)

the superheated plasma with T ~ a few to 
several keV, presented in clusters of galaxies

optical (Hubble, white)

X-ray (Chandra, blue)  hot gas

radio (VLA, red)  cosmic rays

MACSJ0717MACSJ0717



ICMs are dynamical:
- large-scale flow motion

- turbulence

- shocks

- magnetic fields

- cosmic-rays

Perseus cluster: X-ray

Coma cluster: X-ray

Radio relic in
CIZA J2242.8+5301



From Zandanel



Evidence of “CR electrons”  in clusters: radio relics
Sausage relic

‘Giant Gischt Relic’

Abell
3411-3412

“radio relics” (L ~ up 
to 107 light-years): 
synchrotron emission 
due to CR electrons 
accelerated at 
“shocks”

ECRe / Eshock ~ a few 
to 10 % at shocks

CIZA J2242.8+5301



Extra-galactic cosmic rays (CRs)

ultra-high energy cosmic rays 
(UHECRs) with E > ~ 5x1019 eV,

mostly hadrons (P, CNO, Fe, …)

“sources” ?  

extragalactic CRs in lower 
energies:

do they exist? how much?

where are they? mostly in 
clusters of galaxies? 

what are they?



(Ackermann et al 2014)

- upper limits of CR proton 
contents in clusters se by 
Fermi LAT observation:

PCR / Pthermal <~ 1 %

no detection of gamma-ray 
from clusters!

- the fraction of shock energy 
converted to heat ~ 10 %

- then, the fraction of shock 
energy converted to CR protons, 
CR acceleration efficiency
<~ 0.1 %

“CR protons (ions)”  in clusters

plentiful CR electrons, 
but little CR protons (ions) 

in clusters!

gamma-ray
PCR + PICM,thermal -> X + πo

 2γ
a unique signature of CR protons



From Zandanel



Estimated Neutrinos from Clusters of Galaxies with 
Constraints from Radio and ϒ-ray Observations

total diffuse 
extragalactic ϒ-rays

most plausible 
estimation

(Zandanel et al 2014)





Neutrino Astrophysics in Korea



Neutrinos Expected to be Observed

(김수봉 ?)

clusters of 
galaxies

low-E ??? star-burst 
galaxies

low-E ???



To estimate MeV - GeV neutrinos from clusters of galaxies
- possible detection through “anisotropy” observation
- spatial distribution of CR protons in clusters of galaxies
- energy spectrum of CR protons in clusters of galaxies
- cross section of inelastic proton-proton collisions
- etc

(Brunetti et al 2017)

less CRp’s in core, and 
more in outskirts

slope should be steeper 
than 2, but the low-

energy part is not clear

cross-section at low 
energies?



Thank you !


